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PERFORMANCE CHART

NET PERFORMANCE

FUND FEATURES

FUND FACTS

Specialised Global Equity Fund
Invests Globally in Strong, Dominant Businesses
with Sustainable Competitive Advantages
Benchmark Unaware
Relatively Concentrated Portfolio
Maintains Long-Term Investment Horizon

TOP TEN HOLDINGS

GEOGRAPHICAL EXPOSURE

North America
59.4%

Asia
29.8%

Europe
10.8%

Structure
Fund Manager
Currency
Unit Valuation
Minimum Investment
Investment Strategy
Distribution Frequency

Global Equity Fund

JBS Investments

AUD, Unhedged

Monthly

$20,000

Event Driven Global Value

Annually at 30 June

INDUSTRY EXPOSURE

LKQ
Vista Outdoor
Sberbank
3SBIO
Bausch Health
Crown Holdings
Graphic Packaging
Magnachip
Nexstar Media Group
Vistra Energy

Consumer Discretionary

Consumer Discretionary

Financials

Health Care

Health Care

Materials

Materials

Technology 

Telecommunication

Utilities

Company Sector

0.84%

-1.08%

13.51%

24.10%

1 Month
3 Months
6 Months
Calendar Year to Date

WARNING - The information given by Strategic Global Fund is general information only and is not intended to be advice. You should therefore consider
whether the information is appropriate to your needs before acting on it, seeking advice from a financial adviser or stockbroker as necessary.
DISCLAIMER - The responsible entity for the Fund is One Managed Investment Funds Limited (ACN 117 400 987) (AFSL 297042) (“OMIFL”). The
information contained in this document was not prepared by OMIFL but prepared by other parties. All of the commentary, statements of opinion and
recommendations contain only general advice and have not taken into account your personal circumstances. This report contains general financial
product advice only. Any investment in the Strategic Global Fund or OMIFL products need to be made in accordance with and after reading the Product
Disclosure Statement (PDS) and Additional Information Booklet (AIB) dated 27 June 2019 available at www.sgf.com.au. Investors should consider the
PDS and AIB before deciding whether to invest in the Fund or continue to hold units in the Fund. The opinions, advice, recommendations and other
information contained in this report, whether express or implied, are published or made by JBS Investments Australia Holdings Limited (JBS) in good faith
in relation to the facts known at the time of preparation. Information is current as at 21 August 2019. Past performance is not indicative of future
performance. Limitation of liability: Whilst all care has been taken in preparation of this report, to the maximum extent permitted by law, neither JBS or
OMIFL will be liable in any way for any loss or damage suffered by you through use or reliance on this information. JBS and OMIFL’s liability for
negligence, breach of contract or contravention of any law, which cannot be lawfully excluded, is limited, at JBS’s option and to the maximum extent
permitted by law, to resupplying this information or any part of it to you, or to paying for the resupply of this information or any part of it to you.
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SGF Update 
 

● The Fund increased by 0.84% in July bringing the total return for the calendar year to 
date return to 24.1% 

● Markets remain divergent in terms of valuation levels with cheap companies becoming 
cheaper and expensive stocks becoming more pricey 

● Steady portfolio positioning 
 
As with the past few months, the period was marked by continuing trade uncertainty and erratic 
US economic and foreign policy announcements made via twitter. The result is that the US is 
becoming increasingly isolated on the world stage. In August, voters resoundingly rejected 
Argentina President Mauricio Macri and his free-market policies in elections earlier this month 
and the stock market lost almost half its value in the biggest crash in at least six decades. The 
Fund has no exposure to Argentina we should mention and we anticipate that the political 
situation will have a very negative impact on businesses located there. Escalating protests in 
Hong Kong naturally pressured its stock market. We have kept our eyes open for opportunities 
in Hong Kong listed companies that do business away from Hong Kong and therefore will not be 
directly impacted by the protests. However, nothing overly compelling has been identified as 
yet.  
 
There continues to be a large divergence between the highest priced companies in the market 
and the lowest priced. Companies that are viewed as offering “guaranteed safety” or very high 
locked-in growth rates with limited economic cycle exposure are valued particularly highly. 
Companies perceived as fitting the bill here include software as a service (SASS) businesses 
and “new” industries such as fake meat provider Beyond Meat Inc which trades at a market 
capitalisation of over US$8 billion despite meager trailing annual revenues of US$88m.  
 
At the other end of the scale, cheaper stocks have continued to get cheaper. In this respect, 
markets have been relatively difficult in that there is a more pronounced disconnect between 
valuation levels and underlying company fundamentals. This is perhaps best illustrated in our  
Portfolio by one of our favourite holdings, Vistra Energy Corp. The CEO of Vistra recently stated 
that the company was being undervalued by the market. It is unusual to see the CEO of a large 
US company describe their business as undervalued given the large number of litigation 
attorneys in the US that litigate perceived misstatements. However, we believe he is correct as 
Vistra Energy continues to trade at a close to 20% earnings yield (i.e. if the company paid out all 
of its earnings as dividends this would be the yield). Undervalued companies can stay 
undervalued if there is no catalyst for the mispricing to change. In Vistra’s case, the good news 
is that the management team is very committed to unlocking the underlying value of the 
company. The company is currently undertaking a buyback of up to 20% of its outstanding 
shares. Assuming that the share price stays at its current low level, the company can buy back 
20% of its shares. This would reduce the valuation to 4 times earnings which would be 
exceptionally cheap for a solid, non-distressed business. Accordingly, the currently low price 



together with the buyback should equate to a fantastic long term result. The tricky part is in the 
waiting, but we like the “self-help” aspect to Vistra and our confidence levels remain high.  
 
We have continued to prospect for new investments, but the Portfolio is little changed from the 
previous update as we continue to demand a high bar for a new position in terms of both 
company quality and sensible (low) price. We have reviewed a number of prospective new 
ideas following recent periodic sell-offs in Hong Kong and elsewhere but we have not identified 
significant ideas that appear better than our current holdings. Low starting valuations are 
historically the best indicator of forward returns and we like how the portfolio is positioned.  
 
 
 
 


